
STEP 1

STEP 2

Everyone knows that  
rules are important, but  
did you know they can  

also be decorated?

Discuss class rules.
Begin by discussing basic 
classroom or group rules with 
a group of children. Allow the 
children to talk about why rules 
are important. Let the children 
discuss which rules they believe 
are the most important rules 
and why.

Draw the most important rule.
Have each child illustrate the rule that they think is the most important rule to follow 

in the classroom. Several children may choose the same 
rule. The teacher should make sure that all important 
classroom rules are covered, and the teacher may also 
wish to illustrate any rules not covered.

Materials
Colorations® Crayons 
or Washable Markers

Perfect Art Paper 
Pack - white  

art paper

Metal ring

One-hole punch

This activity 
takes approximately 
20 minutes.
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STEP 3

STEP 4

Share the illustrations and rules.
Once the children have completed their illustrations, have 
them share with one another the rules that they illustrated. 
Let the children explain why they chose the rules that they 
did and why they illustrated them in the way that they did. 
Be sure that all that all important rules have been illustrated 
and discussed.

Place illustrations together on a metal ring.
Gather all of the illustrations, punch a hole in the corner 
of each and place them on a metal ring. Hang the ring 
somewhere in classroom and label the illustrations as, 
“Classroom Rules.” Whenever students are struggling with a 
particular rule, have a child review that rule’s illustration and 
explain why it is important.

Social Emotional Outcomes: 
1. Cooperation and working with others
2. Following rules
3. Taking turns

Classroom Tips
Extensions: This activity can be very helpful when a  
group is struggling with following class rules. The created  
set of classroom rules can be useful throughout the rest of  
the year whenever a reminder of the rules is needed.
Vocabulary: rules, safety, cooperation, positive

Art is a colorful  
way to develop social 

emotional skills!


